The Senate met pursuant to adjournment.

Senator Rowden in the Chair.

The Reverend Carl Gauck offered the following prayer:

“I will instruct you and teach you the way you should go; I will counsel you with my eye upon you.” (Psalm 32:8)

Almighty God, we thank You for keeping Your eye upon us as we travel to begin this new week and we need Your counsel as more and more bills are laid before us for consideration. You have shown us in Your teaching that we do not often see things in the same way and certainly need Your counsel so we might see the benefit and wisdom each bill has. So, help us Lord this week that we might embrace what is before us and make solid decisions when we are called to vote. In Your Holy Name we pray. Amen.

The Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag was recited.

A quorum being established, the Senate proceeded with its business.

The Journal for Wednesday, March 23, 2022, was read and approved.

Senator White announced photographers from KY3 were given permission to take pictures in the Senate Chamber.

The following Senators were present during the day’s proceedings:

Present—Senators

Arthur  Bean  Beck  Bernskoetter  Brattin  Brown  Burlison
Cierpiot  Crawford  Eslinger  Gannon  Hegeman  Hoskins  Hough
Koenig  Luetkemeyer  May  Moon  Mosley  O’Laughlin  Onder
Razer  Riddle  Rizzo  Roberts  Rowden  Schatz  Schupp
Thompson Rehder  Washington  White  Wieland  Williams—33

Absent—Senators—None

Absent with leave—Senator Eigel—1

Vacancies—None
RESOLUTIONS

Senators Roberts and May offered Senate Resolution No. 695, regarding the death of Robert “Rob” Lamont West, which was adopted.

Senator Hegeman offered Senate Resolution No. 696, regarding the One Hundredth Birthday of Phyllis Rachel Banks, Forbes, which was adopted.

Senators Hoskins, Schatz, and White offered Senate Resolution No. 697, regarding Civil Air Patrol, which was adopted.

Senator Roberts offered Senate Resolution No. 698, regarding the death of Alice Mary Windom, St. Louis, which was adopted.

Senator Moon offered Senate Resolution No. 699, regarding Robert R. Ward, Aurora, which was adopted.

Senator Wieland offered Senate Resolution No. 700, regarding Allen Coggins, St. Clair, which was adopted.

Senator Burlison offered Senate Resolution No. 701, regarding Victoria Carter, Nixa, which was adopted.

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE

The following messages were received from the House of Representatives through its Chief Clerk:

Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 2005, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 393.170, 523.010, 523.039, 523.040, and 523.060, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof five new sections relating to eminent domain for certain utilities.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.

Read 1st time.

Also,

Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 1734, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 44.032, 393.1400, 393.1640, 393.1655, 393.1700, and 393.1715, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof eight new sections relating to utilities.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.

Read 1st time.

Also,

Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 1677, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 338.015, 376.387, and 376.388, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof nine new sections relating to pharmacy benefits managers, with penalty provisions.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.
Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 1699, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 455.073, 455.075, and 455.085, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof six new sections relating to domestic violence, with penalty provisions.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.

Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 1750, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 37.850, 160.261, 162.261, 162.281, 162.291, 162.471, 162.481, 162.491, 162.720, 162.961, 162.974, 167.151, 168.021, 168.205, 171.033, 302.010, and 304.060, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof twenty-four new sections relating to elementary and secondary education, with a penalty provision and an emergency clause for a certain section.

Emergency clause adopted.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.

Mr. President: I am instructed by the House of Representatives to inform the Senate that the House has taken up and passed HCS for HB 1656, entitled:

An Act to repeal sections 84.344, 285.040, 285.575, 320.097, 320.210, and 575.095, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof eight new sections relating to certain public employees, with penalty provisions.

In which the concurrence of the Senate is respectfully requested.

SENATE BILLS FOR PERFECTION

Senator Bean moved that SB 850, with SCS, be called from the Informal Calendar and taken up for perfection, which motion prevailed.

SCS for SB 850, entitled:

SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
SENATE BILL NO. 850

An Act to repeal sections 217.690, 544.170, 558.016, 558.019, 571.015, 571.070, 575.010, 575.200, 575.353, 578.007, and 578.022, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof eleven new sections relating to criminal laws, with penalty provisions.

Was taken up.

Senator Bean moved that SCS for SB 850 be adopted.
Senator Bean offered SS for SCS for SB 850, entitled:

SENATE SUBSTITUTE FOR
SENATE COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
SENATE BILL NO. 850

An Act to repeal sections 217.690, 491.015, 544.170, 558.016, 558.019, 566.149, 566.150, 566.155, 569.010, 569.100, 570.010, 570.030, 571.015, 571.070, 575.010, 575.200, 575.353, 578.007, 578.022, 595.201, and 595.226, RSMo, and to enact in lieu thereof twenty-one new sections relating to criminal laws, with penalty provisions.

Senator Bean moved that SS for SCS for SB 850 be adopted.

Senator Bernskoetter assumed the Chair.

Senator Razer offered SA 1:

SENATE AMENDMENT NO. 1

Amend Senate Substitute for Senate Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 850, Pages 1-6, Section 217.690, by striking all of said section from the bill; and

Further amend the title and enacting clause accordingly.

Senator Razer moved that the above amendment be adopted.

Senator Eslinger assumed the Chair.

Senator Hough assumed the Chair.

Senator Razer moved that the above amendment be adopted, which motion failed on a standing division vote.

At the request of Senator Bean, SB 850, with SCS and SS for SCS (pending), was placed on the Informal Calendar.

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS

Senator Schupp introduced to the Senate, former Senator, Jamilah Nasheed.

On motion of Senator Rowden, the Senate adjourned under the rules.

SENATE CALENDAR

THIRTY-NINTH DAY–TUESDAY, MARCH 29, 2022

FORMAL CALENDAR

SECOND READING OF SENATE BILLS

SB 1197-Mosley

SB 1198-Mosley
SB 1199-Mosley  SB 1228-Bernskoetter
SB 1200-Gannon  SB 1229-Brown
SB 1201-Rizzo   SB 1230-Washington
SB 1202-Koenig  SB 1231-O’Laughlin
SB 1203-Koenig  SB 1232-O’Laughlin
SB 1204-Eigel   SB 1233-Roberts
SB 1205-Washington  SB 1234-Roberts
SB 1206-Onder   SB 1235-May
SB 1207-Onder   SB 1236-Schatz
SB 1208-Moon    SB 1237-Schatz
SB 1209-May     SB 1238-Schatz
SB 1210-May     SB 1239-Rizzo
SB 1211-Bean    SB 1240-Brattin
SB 1212-Crawford  SB 1241-Brattin
SB 1213-Crawford  SB 1242-Brattin
SB 1214-White   SB 1243-Hegeman
SB 1215-Schupp  SJR 47-Moon
SB 1216-Cierpiot  SJR 48-Moon
SB 1217-Hegeman  SJR 49-Mosley
SB 1218-Hegeman  SJR 50-Eigel
SB 1219-Gannon  SJR 51-Cierpiot
SB 1220-Gannon  SJR 52-Koenig
SB 1221-Eslinger  SJR 53-Onder
SB 1222-Eslinger  SJR 54-Bernskoetter
SB 1223-Brattin  SJR 55-Schatz
SB 1224-Brattin  SJR 56-Schatz
SB 1225-Brattin  SJR 57-Schatz
SB 1226-Brattin  SJR 58-Schatz
SB 1227-Brattin  SJR 59-Brattin

HOUSE BILLS ON SECOND READING

HCS for HJR 91  HCS for HB 2304
HB 1878-Simmons  HCS for HBs 1897 & 2414
HJR 94-Simmons  HB 1724-Hudson
HB 1584-Murphy  HCS for HB 1732
HB 1473-Pike
HB 1481-Dinkins
HB 2366-Shields
HB 1713-Riley
HB 1738-Dogan
HCS for HB 2168
HCS for HBs 1743 & 2185
HB 1541-McGirl
HB 1600-Chipman
HB 1725-Hudson
HB 2694-Hudson
HB 1856-Baker
HB 1962-Copeland
HB 2202-Fitzwater
HCS for HB 2382
HB 2193-Toalson Reisch
HCS for HB 1606
HCS for HB 1984
HCS for HBs 2502 & 2556
HB 2163-Houx
HB 2355-Andrews
HCS for HB 2005
HCS for HB 1734
HCS for HB 1677
HCS for HB 1699
HCS for HB 1750
HCS for HB 1656
HCS for HB 2005
HCS for HBs 775, 751 & 640-Thompson Rehder and Schupp
(In Fiscal Oversight)
HCS for HB 2163-Houx
HB 2355-Andrews
HCS for HB 2005
HCS for HBs 775, 751 & 640-Thompson Rehder and Schupp
(In Fiscal Oversight)
SS for SCS for SBs 775, 751 & 640-Thompson Rehder and Schupp
(In Fiscal Oversight)
SB 710-Beck
SS for SCS for SB 834-Luetkemeyer and Thompson Rehder
(In Fiscal Oversight)
SENATE BILLS FOR PERFECTION

1. SB 726-Onder
2. SB 761-Brown
3. SB 657-Cierpiot
4. SB 725-Hegeman, with SCS
5. SB 783-Eslinger, with SCS
6. SB 938-White, with SCS
7. SB 931-Koenig, with SCS
8. SJR 46-Cierpiot
9. SB 756-White, with SCS
10. SB 968-Burlison, with SCS
11. SBs 777 & 808-Brattin, with SCS
12. SB 683-O’Laughlin, with SCS
13. SB 997-Bernskoetter
14. SB 650-Eigel
HOUSE BILLS ON THIRD READING

HB 2162-Deaton (Hegeman)

INFORMAL CALENDAR

SENATE BILLS FOR PERFECTION

SB 631-Hegeman, with SCS
SB 648-Rowden
SB 663-Bernskoetter, with SCS
SB 664-Bernskoetter
SB 665-Bernskoetter, with SS (pending)
SB 667-Burlison, with SS (pending)
SB 690-Thompson Rehder
SBs 698 & 639-Gannon, et al, with SCS, SA 1 & SA 1 to SA 1 (pending)
SBs 702, 636, 651, & 693-Eslinger, with SCS
SB 732-Hoskins, with SCS
SB 758-Hough, with SCS, SS#2 for SCS, SA 1 & SA 1 to SA 1 (pending)
SB 762-Brown, with SS & SA 4 (pending)
SB 798-Mosley, with SA 1 & SA 1 to SA 1 (pending)
SB 823-White, with SS, SA 2 & point of order (pending)
SB 850-Bean, with SCS & SS for SCS (pending)
SB 869-Koenig
SJR 39-Luetkemeyer
SJR 41-Roberts and Mosley

CONSENT CALENDAR

Senate Bills

Reported 2/24

SB 845-Eslinger

Reported 3/10

SB 718-Washington and Mosley
SB 908-Koenig, with SCS
SB 982-Arthur, with SCS
SB 886-Luetkemeyer, with SCS

RESOLUTIONS

SR 435-Schatz
SR 448-Eigel
SR 453-Eigel
SR 466-Eigel
SR 467-Eigel  
SR 468-Hoskins  
SR 469-Hoskins  

SR 472-White  
SR 496-Hoskins  
HCR 52-Plocher (Rowden)

Reported from Committee

SCR 27-May  
SCR 28-White  
SCR 29-Hegeman  

SCR 31-Bean  
SCR 33-Bean